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The orders of lacuiiarity of a power series (*)

Nota di G-EOBGE PIRAÏTIAK (a Ann Arbor TL S. A.)

Siinto, - The proof of a theorem of Gk Eicci [(1), pp. 610, 615-622] on
the HADAMARD-OSTROWSKI and the FABRY-PÓLYA lacunarity of power
series is simplified.

Let the series

(1) 2 anz
n

n—O

have radius of convergence 1. Por 6 > 0, a séquence of intervals
(Ph « Qh) o n ^ n e P°sitive real axis, with ph —* oo and qh > (1 -*- 6)jp7l,
is a Ô-sequence of H— 0 (HADAMARD-OSTROWSKI) gaps for (1) pro-
vided the condition
(2) lim sup | an \V

n < 1

is satisfied for the indices n that f all into the intervals (ph, qh).
I t is a Ô-sequence of F—P (FABRY - PÓLYA) gaps provided the
indices n that f all into the intervals (ph, qh) can be divided into
two infinité sets such that (2) holds for the first set but not for
the second, and such that the number vA of indices n in (phJ qh)
which belong to the second set satisfies the condition

In a recent paper [1], Gr. RICCI defined A, the order of H — O
lacunarity of the series (1), to be the supremum of the values 6
for which (1) possesses a 8-sequence of H — 0 gaps (with the spe-
cial provision that A = 0 if no 6-sequence of if — O gaps exists) ;
similarly, he def ined the order A* of F — P lacunarity. And by
means of explicit constructions, he proved the following theorem.
To every pair of values A and A* in the closed interval [0, oo]
ihere corresponds a series (1), whose orders of H — 0 and F — P
lacunarity are A and A*, respectively.

It is the purpose of this note to present a simpler example of
a series (1) with the desired properties. Suppose first that A and
A* lie in the open interval (0, oo). Let

ph = (2h) !, g ^ ( l + A)ph (h odd, greater than A),

ph = (2h) !, qk = (1 -+- A*)^ (h even, greater than A*).

(*) This note was written under contract DA 20-018-ORD-13585 between
the Office of Ordnance Research of the TL S. Army and the Engineering
Research Institute of the University of Michigan.
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If the index n does not f all into one of the intervals (ph, qh)f let
a„ — 1. If n falls into one of the intervals (ph, qh) (h odd), let

(4)

If n falls into one of the intervals (pk, qh) (h even), let

(5) an — 0 (n not a perfect square),

(6) an = 1 (n a perfect square).

Obviously, for every 6 in (0, A) the series (1) thus defined has
a 6-sequence of H — O gaps, and for every Ô in (0, A*) it has a
6-sequence of F — P gaps. Suppose, on the other hand, that for
some fixed value 6X the series (1) has a (^-séquence of H—O gaps
{rk) sk). Because of (6), all except finitely many of the intervals
(rk, sk) f all into intervals (ph qh) whose indices h are odd ; and
because of (2) and (4), they satisfy the condition.

lim sup sh/rk < lim qh/pk = 1 -+- A.

Therefore 6, < A.
Similarly, suppose that for some fixed 6g the series (1) has a

Ô2-sequence of F — P gaps (rfe, sk). Again, all except finitely
many of the gaps (rfe, sk) f all entirely or almost entirely into gaps
(Phi Qh)- ̂ s o ) there exists a séquence of special indices n ^vhich
f all into intervals (rkJ sk) and for which lim an

1ln= 1. If infinitely
many of these special indices f all into odd-numbered gaps (ph, qh).
then it follows from (4) that the number {*.h of indices « of the
second set » in (rh, sk) can not satisfy the condition \t.k = o(sh — rfe)
analogous to (3). Therefore infinitely many of the gaps (rh, sk) lie
entirely or almost entirely in even-numbered gaps (p}n qh), and
therefore 62 < A*.

It remains to modify the construction for the cases where one
or both of the values A and A* does not lie in the open interval
(0, oo). If A = 0, we omit the odd-numbered gaps (ph, qh) from our
construction ; if A* = 0̂  we omit the even-numbered gaps. If
A = oo, we replace the ^condition qh = (1 -H A)ph by qh = hph{h r= 1,
3, 5,...) ; and we make a similar provision for the case where
A* = oo. The remainder of the proof for these exceptional cases
is trivial.
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